The aim of the workshop is to promote diversity in IT, education, community building and motivating women to start their own projects.
TIME AND PLACE

The PyLadies workshop will take place on the 11-13 of September in Hotel Villa Verde Congress & Spa **** in Zawiercie (https://www.villaverde.pl/) alongside PyCon PL 2019 conference.

TARGET GROUP

The workshops is aimed for people (especially women), who are at the beginning of their adventure with programming.

SUBJECT AREA

The basics of programming in Python: introduction to language syntax, data structures, standard library and exceptions handling.
Gold Package

- The Pyladies’ Poland Workshop Gold Sponsor title
- A possibility of delivering a 15 min presentation to attendees and mentors during the workshops
- A possibility of conducting a 3h workshop for PyCon PL attendees
- A booth in the sponsors’ booth area at PyCon PL
- Logotyp sponsora na stronie warsztatów PyLadies Poland Workshop oraz na stronie PyCona PL
- Your logo on the PyLadies Poland Workshop as well as PyCon PL’s websites
- A possibility of sending 3 attendees to the workshop (without them needing to apply)
- Information of you being our sponsor will be posted on PyLadies Poland and PyCon PL’s social media
- A possibility of displaying your company’s roll up in the room were the workshop and the PyCon PL conference will take place
- Information about your company in emails sent to the workshop’s attendees
- Mentions and thanks in the opening and closing speeches during the workshop

Net price: 1850 EUR OR 7500 PLN
Silver Package

- The Pyladies’ Poland Workshop Silver Sponsor title
- A possibility of delivering a 15 min presentation to attendees and mentors during the workshops
- A possibility of sending 1 attendee to the workshop (without them needing to apply)
- Your logo on the PyLadies Poland Workshop’s website
- Information of you being our sponsor will be posted on PyLadies Poland and PyCon PL’s social media
- A possibility of displaying your company’s roll up in the room were the workshop and the PyCon PL conference will take place
- Information about your company in emails sent to the workshop’s attendees
- Mentions and thanks in the opening and closing speeches during the workshop
- Information about your company in emails sent to the workshop’s attendees
- Mentions and thanks in the opening and closing speeches during the workshop

Net price: 850 EUR OR 3350 PLN
Bronze Package

- The Pyladies’ Poland Workshop Bronze Sponsor title
- Your logo on the PyLadies Poland Workshop’s website
- Information of you being our sponsor will be posted on PyLadies Poland’s social media
- A possibility of displaying your company’s roll up in the room where the workshop will take place
- Information about your company in emails sent to the workshop’s attendees
- Mentions and thanks in the opening and closing speeches during the workshop

Net price: 300 EUR OR 1200 PLN
CONTACT INFORMATION
Barbara Kowalewska

PHONE NUMBER
+48 509 542 550

EMAIL ADDRESS
b.kowalewska@hotmail.com